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Solution
A new way to market travel 

The PersonaHolidays Channel 
Highly interactive,  intensely visual, 

respectfully personal, intuitive and immediate!



Scientifically-based personality and branding analysis to help build a purposeful 
brand identity that aligns with their target personality. 
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Visual booking technology - an intuitive graphical user interface that instantly displays 
options and choices in a visually compelling display. 
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PersonaHolidays perfected for over a decade, combines three 
innovations in travel planning and booking technology: 

PersonaHolidays 

Delivering Accurate  
Personalized Recommendations

Behaviour 
Responsive

Personality
Profiling

Visual
Bookings

A Behaviour-responsive technology to analyze and match travelers up with hotels of 
similar character. The database of triggers and responses began with a break down of 
dating systems, now integrated with the Fascination Advantage® Archetype.
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Matching Hotels & Travelers  by Personality

PersonaHolidays 
PersonaHolidays.com - A personalized travel  
planning experience that matches travelers to hotels and activities based on 
character. 

It is an Expert System that analyses behaviour and delivers products that match 
by personality. That is, it gets to know the personal characteristics of visitors 
discreetly, without being obtrusive and it pairs visitors up with hotels of like 
character. 

It does not pry, ask questions or conduct surveys; it simply learns from 
experience, building intelligence on a guest’s personal triggers and instantly 
matches these with hotels and activities of complementary characteristics. 

It is a constantly tuned database of archetypes and behaviour!  
  
http://search.personaholidays.com

http://search.personaholidays.com
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PersonaHolidays 

Fascination Advantage® Archetype 

Developed by award-wining branding authority  
Sally Hogshead, the Fascination Advantage®  
Archetype is for both persons and brands.  

It identifies the primary communication strengths  
of the hotel management team that can be 
translated into a brand statement.  

We translate the Archetype into travel triggers 
with our watchwords engine. 

Sally Hogshead is one of the most awarded  
branding experts in the USA. 

Her campaigns for brands such as MINI Cooper,  
Nike, Godiva and Coca Cola have fascinated  
millions of consumers. 

Hogshead appears in media such as “The TODAY Show” and “LIVE with Kelly and Michael”, and has been 
featured as one of the top five speakers in the U.S. Hundreds of corporations and small businesses use the 
Fascinate system, including Twitter, IBM and Porsche, as well as universities such as NYU. 

The Hotel’s Primary Advantage 
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Personalization
Persona Matchwords
link travelers with hotels
of matching character

arcRes Software

personality 
matching

visual
 travel

 planning

arcRes Software

bookings

Expert Behaviour Analysis

arcRes software

graphical 
user

 interface 
immediate
intuitive

blistering fast

PersonaHolidays 

Integrated  
Fascination Advantage® 

Matchwords Engine

travelers  
matchwords
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PersonaHolidays 

PersonaHolidays is the graphical user interface and is  one of a set of the programs that 
interact with the arcRes database. 

arcRes provides the connection between PersonaHolidays and other systems. It is the glue to 
3rd party booking engines, hospitality integrators and  multichannel marketing systems. 

Behaviour Analysis - Expert Systems - Visual Travel  
Planning - Personality Matching - Personality Branding 

instant, visual, personal

Technology 

It is build on the latest app development framework  
producing instant results at the speed of thought 
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PersonaHolidays 

PersonaHolidays Advanced Graphical Display is…..  

highly interactive,  
intensely visual, 

respectfully personal,  
intuitive and immediate!

Immediately Personal
PersonalHolidays Travel Planning



generates the travel matchwords 
and updates supplier data
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PersonaHolidays 

Suppliers 
Hotel 
Resort 
Villa 

Apartment 
B&B 

Attractions 
Activities

Fascination Advantage® 
Branding

acRes Systems 

behaviour  
analysis 

matches travelers 
and hotels by  
personality

immediate, intuitive, visual 
personalized travel planning

Immediate Personal  
Recommendations

Matchwords  
Engine

dynamic 
friendly fun-loving 

serene 

adventure 
quietstylish
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User Feedback 

Survey 
- Reliable

Experience 
- Spot on

Uniquely fast
 No one does what it does

User’s  Comment 
- Intelligent

PersonaHolidays “This system
 knows me 
better than 

I know myself” In our 
survey,

587 voted 
that it captured 
their interest;

7 did not
Traveler 

considered 
delaying wedding:  

“The choice was perfect.  
But it was going to be 
closed for the dates.” In our 

speed tests,
 it was 

 7 times faster 
than the 

competition
 

Travelers Stay Longer, 
do more and love personalization


